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SUMMARY AS a result of a commitment between the FAA and ATA the Airworthiness Assurance Task Force (AATF)

steering corm_ittee requested the transport aircraft manufacturers to develop a program to assess the

repairs on in-service aircraft since recent Supplemental Structural Inspection Programs (SSIP) had not been

addressed to assessing repairs. The intent of the assessment program is to remove all existing ambiguities

and to achieve a sufficient level of safety across the fleet by applying actual fatigue and damage

tolerance criteria defined by FAR 25.571 to repaired structures.

A general three stage program has been developed with major aircraft manufacturers and airlines

cooperation including area/component classification, repair categorization and inspection/removal

requirement establishment which is the basis for model specific repair assessment programs.

This paper describes the current status of the repair categorization activities and includes all details

about the methodologies developed for determination of the inspection program for the skin on pressurized

fuselages. For inspection threshold determination two methods are defined based on fatigue life approach,

i.e. a simplified and a detailed method. The detailed method considers 15 different parameters to assess

the influences of material, geometry, size, location, aircraft usage and workmanship on the fatigue life of

the repair and the original structure. For definition of the inspection intervals a general method is

developed which applies to all concerned repairs. For this the initial flaw concept is used by considering

6 parameters and the detectable flaw sizes depending on proposed non destructive inspection methods. An

alternative method is provided for small repairs allowing visual inspection with shorter intervals.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS a direct result of several recent incidents on

civil transport aircraft the FAA has launched

several programs to assess aging transport

aircraft, among others the assessment of existing

repairs.

The Airbus repair assessment program is shortly

described and comprehensive information is

provided about the methodologies for assessment of

repairs at Airbus A300 aircraft.

The main objective of these methodologies is the

assessment of existing repairs on in-service

aircraft, i.e. the determination of necessary

inspection thresholds, and intervals and/or time

of modification or replacement for the repair. The

assessment of each repair includes static as well

as fatigue and damage tolerance aspects.

2. REPAIR ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

2.1 Reason for Repair Assessment Program

Besides the recent incidents leading to a general

concern, there are other technical and regulatory

aspects for launching the assessment of repairs.

Most of the repairs in service were designed for

static an4 fail-safe criteria for aircraft

designed prior to amendment 45 of FAR25. The SSID

programs brought the aircraft designed pre-

amendment 45 of FAR 25 to a status according

to amendment 45, but the repairs were not

addressed. Due to this aspect and under

consideration of the age of the fleet the damage

tolerance behaviour of the repairs has to be

analyzed. In addition some repairs hide the

primary structure to such an extent, that specific

inspections may be required. Furthermore the

interpretation of the earlier repair instructions

may be difficult or the repair had not been

performed in accordance with the instructions due

to several reasons. At last the design principles

and the justification methods of repairs have been

evolved from entry into service of Airbus A300

till now, i.e. within approximately 20 years.

2.2 Objectives of Repair ASsessment

Program

The objectives of repair assessment program for

the Airbus A300 fuselage, are clearly defined:

i. Demonstration of damage tolerance capability of

repairs and surrounding structure

2. Assessment of repairs by the operators without

complex analysis using guidance material

supplied by Airbus Industrie

3. Establishment of appropriate actions for each

repair, i.e. definition of inspection

requirements and/or removal/modification
limits.

2.3 Repair Categorization

The AATF task units have developed a general flow

diagram, which shows the operator how to

categorize the repairs and to apply the

appropriate actions. Figure 1 shows a three-stage

program including the application of the

manufacturer's guidelines. Stage I assessment is

followed by Stage 2 for principle structural

element (PSE) areas which will be defined in the

Structural Repair Manual (SRM). For non-PSE areas

the normal maintenance program is considered to be

sufficient. The Stage 2 assessment leads to one of

the four categories with the following
definitions:
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Figure 1: Repair assessment program

Category A
Meets the intent of the design certification basis

of the airplane. Requi=el no special inspections

other than normal _aintena_ce.

Category S

Meets design ctrtiflcat/um basis of the airplane;

however --,_t be periodically inspected beyond

normal maintenance requirements to ensure

structural integrity.

Category C
Meets design certiflcatic_ requirements of the

airplane; however, repair is clearly of a

temporary nature. Structural in.city requires

periodic inspections other than normal maintenance

and repair _mt be replaced or upgraded to a

category B or better at a certain tim limit.

Category O
Does not meet design requirements and/or exhibits

structural degradatian. Must be upgraded to a

cateqory C or better by replacemlnt or repair,

before further flight.

The category A is achieved for repairs with

sufficient static strength located in low stressed

PSE areas which will be defined by Airbus

Industrie. Category D applies mainly to repairs

with marginal static strength or not designed

according to the state of the art or being in a

bad cor_ition.

The Sts_ ] amsemDmnt is applied for repairs

catec_rlzed to B and C, i.e. establishment of

in--ion requlremlnts and/or definition of

replacemen_xil ficatlon tirol.

The _umfacturar's 9/idellnes for categorization

in Stage 2 and the Stage 3 asseument which have
been developed for _ Airhul A300 are described

in detail in the naxt chapters.

2.4 Evaluation _ Frm

Taking into acc_,Imt the age Of the Aizbus A300
fleet a time frame hal been established for the

o_rators actAvi_.iee, i.e. _ical examination of

the repairs, clasaiflcation and aues_t. _he

evaluation time frame, see figure 2, gives

priority for implementation to more sensitive

structures.
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Figure 2: Evaluation time frame

3. PROCEDURE FOR PamAZ_ A_%L_SZS

-For the Airbus A300 the repair analysis comsists

of six majo= steps to cate_rize the re[:_Lrs
sccoc _ding to _ categorization shown in chap_e_
2.3. For the categorization procedure, special

repair questionnaires have been developed, e.g.

for skin repairs, lap Joint repairs etc. These

repair questi_rm.aires are based on a c_mon

understanding of major manufacturers and a/rlinss.

An example is given in Figure 3.
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Flqure 3: Repair ca_orlzati_ questionnaire

To ainimAza the activities of the airlines the

procedure of the repair anal_is is built up in
such a way, that each repair will be checked first

fo_ rate.flee D and C. TnAs av_i_ ummeceua=y
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determination of an inspection program for time

limited repairs.

Figure 4 contains the procedure for repair

analysis using the repair questionnaire.

i Ctass,ficationof ]

-- n3n¢c
_-_"'_ I unsufficicnt repair condition or

, ldcnllfication o1"

i Cat. D repair + p,tch or edgemar_n or 6¢1d
_____ riveting? yes _ Cat.D

-- _ mar|innl pitch oredgemargin_ yes _ Cat.C
Identl[+calionof |;Cat.C re_ar unsu{r;ci_nld_l=nc¢|o adjutant

repoir ? yes _ com:ct
_, manufac-

! Desi|n analysis unau6ficientdoubler sttensth turer

_Pan I ? -- _ Dorjunction llrength yes

Deggn _natysis i marEinal environment rcsmancc in
! Part It i combination w,th de.si|n aspects 7 yes _ _L C
, + sui'ficient static strcn|th in low

stressed area* ?_ yes -- C_c A

C_t.B _no

__J
I

Application of melhodo- I
I IolD' for determination of ' Threshold. Interval.

!lhe inlpection prod'ram i Localion, Method

rlgure 4: Procedure for repair analysis using the

repair questicfunai re

The first three steps of the procedure are easy to

acco_lish. Step 4, which is the design analysis

Fart I, includes a check of both, doubler strength

and strength of fasteners. It is required that the
doubler strength is greater than the strength of

the skin and that sufficient fastener strength is

available taking into accot_t type of fastener,

pitch, fastener diameter, skin/doubler thickness

and location of repair.

Step 5, which is the design analysis Part II,

includes a check of the environmental conditions in

combination with design aspects. The accomplishment

of a grading leads to categories A, B or C.

Step 6, to be performed for category B only, is the

application of the mothod_Iogies for determination

of the inspection program. These methodologies,

which have to be applied to the majority of the

repairs, are described in chapter 4.

4. METHOCOLOGY FOR D_CN OF INSPECTION

R_REM_ FC_ S._rN BEPAI/_

For repairs categorized as B, an inspection

program has to be determined. The methodologies to

be applied on Airbus A300 aircraft skin repairs

are described here. Furthermore, methodologies
have been either finalized or are under

develo_t for repairs of the following Airbus
A300 structure:

- fusela_ longitudinal and circu_erential Joints
- skin of vertical stabilizer (metallic)

- door skin

- door surrounding frms

- door surrc_dir_ pa_ls

Fiqure 5 shows a principle sketch of a skin

repair.
In principle, four fatigue sensitive locations

exist, for which the inspection r_juirmnts have
to be determ.h',ed:

o longitudinal rivet tow on doubler adjacent to

cut-_t

• lc_/itudinal riwt rc_ on skAn at dm_ler
_t

circu_erential rivet row on doubler adjacent to
cut-_t

• circumZerential rivet row on skin at do, let
rtw,-_t

flight direction
4
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figure 5: Principle sketch of skin repair

The inspection requirements to be determined are:

Threshold (TH) and Interval (I)

The determination of the inspection for the

circumferential rivet rows is only required above

the window line with one exception in the cockpit
area.

For threshold determination two methods of

different ccmplexity have been developed according

the airlines requests. The detailed method leads
to the mexim_ allowable threshold in contrast to

the so-called simplified method which is less timm

consuming. For interval definition in general a

detailed method is to be applied rasulting in

maximum allowable intervals for NDT inspection.

For small repairs an alternative method is

provided allowing detailed _isual inslm_-_i_ms. An

overview about the application of the mathod_ is

shown in Figure 6.

I
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_ _i_lii_ 2.41

Pigure 6: Alternative _t/_ for Determination

of Inspection Program

4.1 Determination of inspection Threshold for

Skin m_alrs

4.1.1 Detailed method

The mthodolo_/ is based on the followln_

procedure:
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A so-called basic threshold is given for a

specific skin repair for an unlimited cut-out in

the upper shell of the rear fuselage at a defined

location. All data for this repair as geometry,

aircraft utilization, materials, rivet types etc.

are exactly defined.

The inspection threshold for a repair at another

location of the aircraft and/or different geometry

and/or different other parammters can be

determined by the operator by multiplying the

basic threshold with factors considering the

influence of the different param@ters. The factors

are to be determined frc_ diagrams or tables which

are supplied in the guidelines. At last the time

of embodiment of the repair is to be added to the

calculated threshold to obtain the inspection

threshold in number of flights for the specific

aircraft under investigation.

The equation for calculation of the inspection

threshold of skin repairs is given below:

TH-TH_,,I e * LO* SO* DT* EC* RD * RT* RC*

Pl * ME * RR * UT * CO * _ * SR * SM + TR

with

TH_ a s A : :

LO

SC :

basic threshold

location of repair

size of cut-out - only for longitudinal
rivet rows

DT : doubler thickness - only for doubler

EC : eccentricity
RD : rivet diameter

RT : rivet/bolt type

RC : former countersunk - only for skin

PI : rivet pitch

ME : edge margin - only for doubler
RR : number of rivet rc_s

UT : aircraft utilization - only for
circumferential rivet rows

CO : countersunk depth

AC : counters%Elk depth/hmight
SR : distance of rivet rows

SM : distance of inner rivet rows - only for
doubler

TR : time of embodiment of repair"

The accuracy of the method is acceptable,

considering, that all skin thicknesses are batw_en

1.6 mm and 2.5 ,I in the fatigue sensitive areas.

Furthermore the maxi _-- threshold is limited to

the economic repair life plus time of embodiment

of the repair.

The explanations given below are related to the

longitudinal rivet rows only.

4.1.1.1 Basic threshold for skin repairs

The basic threshold in flights is given in
Table r.

_BLE i

BASIC INSPECTICN T_.SROLD _ SKIN REPAIRS

Itm
T_basic (Flights)

cA rcuaferential longi t-Jdinal
rivet rows rivet rows

skin 35 000 (a)
• :_bler 45 000 (a)

30 000 (e)
38 000 (o)

The determination of the basic threshold is based

on cot_n specimens tested under constant

amplitude loading at different levels. The

specimens are shown in Figure 7.

IllIF+ ÷ •  i+ii÷

+ ÷ ÷ ÷

Figure 7: Specimens for coupon testing

The failure of the specimens occurred in both, skin

and #epair doubler, therefore the resulting

SN-curve is valid for both locations. The applied

aircraft spectrum for the longitudinal rivet rows

is a one-step-spectrum due to internal pressure.

The stress level used for calculation is based an

analysis and _iders in addition the results of

four _riso_ be_an _ testing and full

scale fatigue testing. Furthermore a scatter

fact6r 0f _ is _ according to former agrmnt

from French and German Al_rth-iness Authorities.

The ic_r basic threshold for the skin compared
with the doubler considers a c_untersunk in the

skin to create a cuma_n basis for external doubler

repairs and flush cepairso

4.1.1.2 Factors applied on basic threshold

The major factors are explained in the following:

* LO - location of repair

The factor 50, which considers the location of the

installed repair, is based on the different stress

levels in the fuselage. FOE the longitudinal rivet

rows, which are loaded by internal pressure only,

LO is determined using the hoop tension stress and

the slope of the SN-curve used for the basic
threshold determination. The location factors for

the rear fuselage are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Location factors for lom/itudlnal rivet
rc_m of skin repairs in rear _uselag_
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Figure 9: Influence of cut-out size

Figure 9 shows the effect of the cut-out size in

relation to the length of a frame bay. This factor

takes into account, that the load transfer is

mainly a function of the cut-out size which is

analyzed using Ref. /1/. The resulting stresses
and the a.m. SN-cucve are used to define the
factor SC.

* DT - doubler thickness

The influence of the doubler thickness is shown in

Figure I0. DT is determined comsidering that the

variation of the doubler thickness is not fully

effective due to bending effects. Internal

investigaticms led to the ca_clusion to consider

half of the thickness variation for lap splices

with _'Licknesses similar to Airbus A300 fuselage
skin. The variation of stress is then converted

into fatigue life variation using the slope of the
relevant SI_L-cu_e.
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Figure i0: Influence of d_er thickness

* RD - civet diameter

The influence of the rivet diameter in relation to

skin or doubler thickness is based on test results

issued in Ref. /2/ and shown in Figure ii.
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Figure ii: influence of rivet diameter

* I_- rivet/bolt type

The factor RT considers the various conditions of

the rivets/b_Its as heat treatment, bolt fit,

shape of civet heed and material. The results

given in Table II are an extract from the future

ccmtent of the repair assessment program and are

obtained from several coupon test series, which

have been performed duzing the design of the

varic_m Airbus types.

_BLE II

OF RIVET/BOLT TYPE

Rivet type

1097 DO

_%S 1097 D

- heat treated

- n_ heat treated

Hi-Lok (Ti or Steel)

- interference 1.0% D

- interference 0.3% D

- no interference

RT

Manufactured rormed heed
head or not side

1.00 (c) 1.30 (p)

1.00 (c)
0.50 (c)

1.30 (c)
I.i0 (c)

1.00 (c)

1.30 Cp)
0.65 (p)

1.69 (p)

1.43 (p)
1.30 (p)

(c) ... co_mtersunk heed, (p) ... protrudingbaed

Beside the major factors described above, ten
additional factors have an lnfluenc_ on the

fatigue life, i.e. on the Ins_on threshold of

the repair. Most of these factors may be
significant for c_alrs not in accordance with the
cecommandations defined in the SI_.

4.1.2 Simplified ,-.thud

The so-called simplified mathod for determination
of the threshold is baud on _veral a_m_Lt_
about the conditions of the repalr, i.e. about the
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parameters influencing the threshold. These

assun_tions lead to certain values of the factors

described in chapter 4.1.1, which are applied to

the basic value THt,,_ c (see chapter 4.1.1). The

inspection threshold is determined by the

following equations:

- unlimited cut-out in all areas and limited

cut-out above window line:

TR - 12 000 * ?I + TR (flights)

- limited cut-out below window line:

TH - 24 000 * PI + TR (flights)

A limited cut-out is less than half a frame bay in

longitudinal direction. For PI and TR see chapter
4.1.1.

For application of the simplified method scme

limitations have to be considered. The major
limitations are:

- external doubler only

- skin thickness: TS > 1.6..

- doubler thickness Td:
- unlimited cut-out

for 1.6.. _<Ts S 2.0_: Td - Ts+T , T >0. _-,-

for TS > 2.0un: Td > Ts

- limited cut-out: Td >_TS

- solid fastener (no blind fastener)
- m/ni--m thr_ rivet rows

4.2 Determination of InsteP/on interval for Skin

_airs

4.1.1 Detailed method for _DT inspection

The determination of the inspection interval is

based on the sam procedure as explained for the

inspection threshold, i.e. a basic interval is to

be multiplied by factors to consider all relevant

deviations betw_n the basic repair and the

concerned repair. This method can be applied to

all repairs independent cm the size.

The equations and factors to be used are given
below:

I- Ih.Le * LOI * SCI * MAI * DTI * PII * UTI

with:

I_,.,_: basic interval
LOI : location of r_a/r

SCI : size of cut-out - only for longitudinal
rivet rc_as

MAr : material

DTI : doubler thickness - only for doubler

PIZ : rivet pitch

UTI : aircraft utilizatlon - only for
circumferential rivet rows

The maximum interval is limited to 12 000 to

18 000 flights d_mdlng on the Airbue A300
derivatives.

The explanatictm given in the following are agaln

related to the Icngit-udlnal rivet rows of external

skin reL_airs.

4.2.1.1 Basic interval for skin repairs.

The basic interval in fli_ts is given in Table
rII.

TABLE III

BASIC INSPECTION INTERVAL FOR SKIN REPAIRS

Item

skin

doubler

IBasic (flights)

circumgerential longitudinal

rivet rows rivet rows

4 500 (A) *I 6 000 (e) *i

5 000 (A) *2 7 000 (e) *2

9 000 (4) "3 12 000 (o) "3

_DT methodology for external repairs:
*i ultra-sonic from outside

*2 eddy-current high frequency fr_u inside

*3 e4dy-current high frequency from outside

The determination of the basic interval for the

longitudinal rivet rows is based on the results of

a multiple crack pattern evolution in a t_a>-rivet

row single shear joint of a lar_ test article.

This crack pattern is considered to be more
realistic than assuming arbitrary crack pattern

consisting of one 0.05 inch _law at a center
fastener hole and several 0.005 inch flaws at

adjacent laser holes. The inspection interval

is calculated by application of a scatter _actoc

of 2. FocChomore alternative inspection methods

requiring different access have been cormidered.

The detectable crack lengths are based on a

detection probability of 95 percent and a

ccnfldence level of 90 percent.

4.2.1.2 Factors applied on basic interval

For the interval of the iongit%xilnal rivet r_

five factors are of special importance, i.e. LOI,

SCI, MAI, DTI and PII. In principle the factors
LOI, SCI, and DTI have a similar effect as the

corresponding factors LO, SC and DT on the

threshold as explained in chapter 4.1.

D_tails of the remaining t_ factors are explained
below.

* _ - material

In the majority of the areas, the skin and doubler

material is 2024T3/T42 resulting in a material

factor of 1.0. in exceptional areas the material

7075T6 is used which leads to an average material

factor of 0.7 ccansidering the increased crack

growth in this material.

* PII - rivet pitch

Figure 12 shows the influence of the rivet pitch

on the inspection interval. The factor PII is the

result of a comparative crack propagation

calculation shewing increasing crack propagation

periods for increased rivet pitc-_s, _hls effect

is in line with results given in Ref. /3/.

Additionally, Figure 12 shows the effect of the

pitch on the threshold, which hu a reverse effect
as verified in many investtgati_xu;.

For the circumferential rivet row_ the factor UTI

has to be applied to corusider the concerned Airbus

A300 derivative, i.e. B2, 84, C4 and F4, and the

average airborne flight timo. The factor 5TI is

significant for the following conditions: A30084

derivative, rear i%_elage and mm_/um/Ion_ ran_

utilization. For example a Six ho_r flight leads
to a reduction of the interval of 33 percent

compared with a o_ _ flight of a 62 aircraft.

I
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Figure 12: Influence of rivet pitch

4.2.2 Visual inspection of small skin repairs

For easily accessible areas of the fuselage, i.e.

below the window line, an alternative method is

provided which allows detailed visual inspections.

This method is based on the assumption, that the

skin in the doubler area or the doubler can

completely crack without in_nediate impact on the

safety. Assuming a detectable crack length of 25

at each side of the doubler the initial crack

length for a crack propagation calculation is the

doubler length plus 50 nlm. Crack propagation

calculations were performed for different skin

thicknesses, i.e. for different stress levels. A

scatter factor of 2 is applied on the crack

propagation period between detectable and critical

crack length, as done for the interval for NDT

inspection as well.

To reach reasonable inspection intervals and to

limit the possible crack length in the skin the

visual inspection is limited to so-called small

repairs. Small repairs are defined by the doubler

length Sd depending on the skin thickness Ts as

follows:

- for Ts < 1.6mm: Sd _< 200 _m

- for 1.8mm < Ts _< 2.2_: Sd < 250 mm

- for Ts > 2.2ram: Sd < 300 mm

Figure 13 shows the intervals for visual

inspections depending on the doubler length and

the skin thickness. The intervals are between

approximately 300 flights for a 200 mm doubler on

the 1.6 _ thick skin and approximately 12 000

flights for a 125 n_n doubler on a 2.4 ra_ thick

skin. If the interval is not convenient

considering the airline's maintenance schedule the

interval for NDT inspection is to be determined

acc. chapter 4.1.1.
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Figure 13: Intervals for visual inspection of

small repairs

5. CONCLUSION

The developed repair assessment program is

considered to be an adequate response to the

requirements defined by the AATF steering

cormnittee. The main subject of the repair

assessment program is the methodologies for

determination of the inspection program. A draft

of the detailed methodology for assessing skin

repairs has been presented to the airworthiness

authorities, members of the AATF and Airbus A300

operators. The method, which was tailored to the

airlines' requirements regarding limitation of

work load and complexity, has been accepted.

The presented methodologies have significant

advantages for the airlines, since they apply to

nearly all fuselage skin repairs, even to those

not in accordance with the manufacturer's

instructions. The detailed methodology allows

detailed evaluation with simple calculations and

provides maximum allowable thresholds and

intervals. Furthermore the methodology contains

guidance material for design of repairs with high

inspection thresholds and long inspection

intervals. After finalization of the methodologies

for other fuselage structural elements prone to

repairs (early 1992) and the repair assessment

document, the airlines will be in a position to

assess more than 90 percent of the existing

fuselage repairs without support of Airbus

Industrie.
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